A LOT OF BUGS AND TEACUPS.
Once upon a time in a magical land full of fun, bugs and teacups, lived a sweet girl named Kay
and her neat twin Brother Jay. In their fairytale with the day going away we will find the kids have a lot
to say!
Therefore opening up fantasy’s door once more in this cute story trying to get to another happy
ending, Kay had eyes of beautiful sparkling blue caressed with sweet kissed cheeks of pink rose’s dew.
She further had hair of long glistening gold. And a face touched by twinkling diamonds, pretty to behold!
Not to be left out, Jay too was extremely neat with gorgeous eyes green as leaves, and in his
warm grin was a blooming dimple that melted the snow right out of the trees. Yes the sweet twins were
darling indeed, but sadly while missing needed peace, things were not well at home it seems. Unhappily
they had seen their life as a nightmare and a dream.
Thus wanting to live in a fairytale, and not desiring to stay at home the kids decided to roam.
And thinking about roaming away from home being annoyed with their parent’s new rude rules, (not
knowing what they were doing before or after school,) the twins were thinking about leaving their cute
room. So feeling that gloomy way escaping from their crude chores and strict laws the first day in May….
running away seemed like a cool thing to do in every way.
In that new review, hating to follow their parent’s un-cool rules the children were thinking
about leaving home looking for more. Sadly, however they had not known what they were looking for!
Nonetheless not caring what they were doing, while holding hands going into fairyland the twins
planned on exploring a charming place called Buggy-Land. Yes running away Jay and Kay wanted to live
in a candy and cookie filled magical castle. They further wanted to have sweet giants as playmates, and
neat fairies as parents. They also desired to have yummy tea with magical bugs, and eat cake with
mystic slugs.
Accordingly not knowing why their parent’s strict rules were keeping them away from playing in
the beautiful cool dump after school the kids were upset. Yes the twins were very unhappy they could
not live in a stinky magic place they thought was best. And not realizing rules were keeping them safe as
Jay and Kay were thinking about going past their parents rocking chairs the first day of May, the twins
never understood what scary things were waiting for them heading around the unknown bend of “Once
Again!”
Thus not realizing where that fleeing mission would end as the kids thought about exploring the
other side of fantasy’s shore, they wrongly thought about closing their screen door. Therefore Kay and
Jay were still thinking about leaving home, because they had not yet realized it was wrong to roam.
Hence getting ready to jump over their white picket fence dressing to go, the confused twins
had also not known it was wrong to take things out of their parent’s closet row after row.
So thinking that was okay too Jay said “Hey Kay, getting out of bed today let’s chase the fairy
tale after the swaying dream-beams in our heads go away.” Jay further stated “Okay Kay, won’t it be
neat fun, escaping and playing dress up, going past the porch after we close our boring front door on the
run.”
Then Kay agreed replying “running away will be sweet indeed, especially if you will be a
handsome Cowboy and I will be a pretty Queen. Yes you wear daddy’s tuxedo, and I will empty
mommy's glittering jewelry box. Next wearing mama’s crown escaping the rude rules at home going to
Teacup-Town that will be a fine thing to do all around, after we get out of bed when the sleepyhead
moon rays turn bright red……….”Happily the sweet story is to be continued. And in the many adventures
waiting for you, please stand by for a friendly note from the author.

Hi, my friends if this cute book sounds familiar, that’s because it is! Yes, due to the popularity of
my first book AN ESCAPING PRINCESS AND A RUNAWAY PRINCE, that darling book has been rewritten
and made into my first PICTURE BOOK. So I am thrilled to say A LOT OF BUGS AND TEACUPS is the
shorter version of the same cute story found in AN ESCPAING PRINCESS AND A RUNAWAY PRINCE. But
now A LOT OF BUGS AND TEACUPS is being offered with all of its pictures in BRIGHT COLOR. So I Know
you will love them both! One for all of the buggy adventures! The other for its shorter, Colorful
reinvention. Saying that I want to Thank you again for reading and enjoying my books. --Joslin

